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hit the road, Trail knew she wanted an Airstream. This led me to do a lot of research, and there
is a lot of information out there. I wanted to try and take everything I learned and help others
make this decision with less stress and uncertainty. I hope you find it helpful! You have two key
considerations: safety, and features. Once you meet the minimum requirements, it comes down
to what you want to do. So we will look at safety considerations first, then I will talk about what
kinds of vehicles you should consider and the advantages of each. Your goal is to match the
abilities of a tow vehicle with the demands of your trailer. If you load up your trailer beyond this
value, you are not being safe. Cargo includes all the water in your tanks by the way and that
stuff is heavy so be careful about overloading your trailer. Check out this article for the details.
Tow Vehicle â€” Max Towing Capacity: This is the maximum trailer weight that the manufacturer
deems safe for this vehicle to tow. A lot of factors go into calculating this: Engine torque, frame
strength, tires, suspension, transmission, and axle ratio. For this reason, you need the towing
capacity for a specific make, model, and trim of your vehicle. Tow Vehicle â€” Max Payload:
This is how much weight a vehicle can carry safely. More than this and you risk damaging the
vehicle and creating unsafe driving conditions. Two people and normal camping gear and this
equation should work out just fine. Super simple! Some folks will say the simple equation is too
simple. Their concern is that the tongue weighs, plus passengers, plus cargo in the tow-vehicle,
may exceed the Max Payload of the vehicle even though the Max Tow is greater than the GVWR
of the trailer. Your tow vehicle needs to have a towing package. Often vehicles you buy will
already have this, but they can be added after the fact by a mechanic. A tow package should
always include the following. Hitch Reciever: The hitch receiver should be welded to the frame
of the vehicle. You insert your ball mount into the hitch receiver and that secures the hitch
itself. Brake Controller: This device syncs the breaks on your tow vehicle with the breaks on
your trailer. Optional Stuff: Vehicles meant to tow heavy loads will often have special gearing,
suspension, tires, and other elements that enhance towing ability. They are factored in the Max
Tow Rating. They are not essential in and of themselves. Nearly all of them are built on the same
frame that trucks are built on. So their bones are the same, but the skins and guts are different.
Each has its own advantages, disadvantages and considerations. Trucks tend to be the gold
standard for towing. They will have the highest Towing Capacity and can tow the widest range
of trailers. Trucks will also be the cheapest of the three primary options pound per pound.
Modern trucks come in a nearly bewildering variety of sizes and options and you could fill a
book with truck vocabulary. Most trucks made for towing include 4WD which makes them great
off-road vehicles when you are not towing. They are also good if you want to haul around
heavier gear as they tend to have the highest Max Payload. But remember, if plan to haul around
motorcycles or a lot of tools, pay attention to that Max Payload. It did a great job towing for 3
years and took us on all kinds of awesome back country roads. These are largely archaic terms,
all full-size trucks can carry far more than a ton these days. What you really care about are the
Max Tow and Max Payload numbers. Large luxury cabs will tend to cut down on Max Towing
and Max Payload. Not everyone thinks about vans for towing, but they have some advantages
over trucks. The big one being that they have a larger cabin. You can use it to transport more
passengers or larger cargo items. They can also be used as a mini RV in and of themselves,

allowing you to park your main trailer, then do some day camping out at remote spots where
your trailer may fit such as in an urban or suburban area. Cargo vans are generally set up for
towing, though not always. The biggest vans can tow large Airstreams, but it can be a close call,
and that means you need to pay closer attention to the Max Payload value, especially if you
have more than two passengers or a goodly amount of gear. Adding passenger seats and
passengers can add a lot of weight. Airstreams are light enough that most of them can be towed
with the right SUV. The biggest advantage of an SUV is their comfort. They typically have room
for a full family to travel in style with great sound, tv screens, and full climate control. That can
be a real blessing on a long drive. They are heavy, to begin with, and they tend to be owned by
large families, which often like to carry a lot of stuff. Packing it to the gills and towing a load
right at your maximum may well overload the vehicle. Finally, not all of them have very much
cargo room compared to a Truck or Van. If you are thinking about being a full-timer, this can be
more of an issue than if you are just camping. They are built for families and include every
airbag imaginable. Newer SUVs tend to be equipped with collision sensors, cameras, and other
features that help you avoid accidents. On most of these vehicles, you can get them with either
Diesel or Gas engine. These days the differences are smaller than it used to be but it is worth
some consideration. Neither is a bad choice. Here are the pros and cons of Diesel Engines. It is
very important you also pick the right hitch for your Airstream. It must be a weight distributing
hitch and it needs to be adjusted properly. Check out our Hitch Guide here. After you get the
Tow Vehicle and Hitch, there is a lot of other essential gear you will want to have for camping.
Please feel free to ask any questions you might have. The more details you give me about the
trailer and tow vehicles you are interested in the more accurate an answer I can provide. Hitch
also known as Sigfried Trent is a devoted husband, software developer, author, and lifelong
gamer who has had enough of the daily grind and is out for some good old fashioned
adventure. These calculations are confusing. Do you think I will have any issues towing this
Airstream? I am obviously new to this. Any suggestions would be helpful. I am interested in the
22 ft Bambi model. Also kind of like the basecamp very cool. I live up in Canada and am retired.
So would be curious as to Which would suit cold weather living. So, the basic gear you would
be adding are: 1. A brake controller. This is a device that sends a brake signal to the trailer
when you press the brakes on your tow vehicle. Lights connecter. You might also want some
towing mirrors they kind of clip-on your side mirrors to give them more viewing range. As for
cold weatherâ€¦ my research says that both are about the same in terms of being insulated. But,
the Basecamp has wide wrap-around windows, and when we held up for cold weather we
baffled all our windows. That would be a bit harder in the basecamp but still quite doable I think.
I tend to prefer the Bambi design, but mostly just based on aesthetics and trim. Thanks, Robb.
So, you should be A-OK with plenty of capacity to spare, a very easy tow. Happy trails Robb.
And sorry for the delay in replying, holidays have been hectic but lovely here. Thank you Hitch
for your great article. We are thinking of getting a smaller Airstream for cross country summer
trips and your sage advice will make our choices less intimidating and more fulfilling. For
smaller airstreams, I like traditional models more than the Basecamp. The basecamp is a bit
cheaper and it makes a good toy hauler type trailer for adventure campers. Personally, I go for
comfort and convenience and the more traditional styles are built around that. The difference is
in the appliances, fixtures, etcâ€¦ So the Caravel will have more stove burners, more robust
electrical features, power jacks and the like. The bambi is a little more stripped down but still
quite nice. If I were looking to buy now this would be my personal first look. Thank you for a
great article. I own a Audi Q5 lbs towing capacity, lbs tongue weight. I have been shopping
around and got my eyes on the Bambi The problem is that this trailer has GVWR of lbs.
However, the dry weight is lbs. Also, I have seen small sedans and SUVs towing really big
trailers. Does having the right towing accessories allow these smaller TVs to pull big trailers
that exceed their towing capability? I think if you keep the trailer mostly empty and you tow with
empty water tanks easy enough to do , then it should be OK. Just moving stuff from the trailer
to the TV still puts weight and strain on the TV. The other advice I would give is to make sure
you get regular maintenance on the Audi. I base my recommendations on GVWR out of an
abundance of caution and knowing folks can get relaxed over time with their precautions. So
long as you stay aware that you are pushing the boundaries a little, I think you could be good
with this combination. Its really inbuilt options on the cars that matter. Breaks, Suspension,
Frame, and Engine. The hitch mount also matters but tends to match the frame on most cars
with a listed towing capacity. The frame and engine are a lot harder to change of course. We
were about to purchase a Ford Expedition Max towing cap. Hi Will, thanks for the questions.
Honestly, an F is overkill for towing even the biggest airstream at full weight. A family of 6 does
pose some extra challenges. That said, a family of 6 tends to mean more people weight and a lot
more gear which can put a lot of extra strain on the Tow Vehicle. Try to travel with empty water

tanks in the trailer 3. One other option is to caravan. You can drive the expedition with a couple
of passengers, and your partner can follow in another car with the rest and some of the gear. It
can be nice to have a smaller car along on the trip sometimes as well and its super handy
should you run into any difficulties on the trip. We are looking to purchase a Chevy Express to
tow an airstream with a weight distribution system. Happy to help! I think the Chevy Express
should have no problems with towing the vast majority of airstreams. A lot depends on what
size airstream you are looking at. You always want to use weight distribution with an Airstream
so go with the higher tow value. My own research backed up that value. Normally the factory
hitch reciever is going to be rated for the same towing capacity as the vehicle itself. You may
want to have a place that does hitch installation take a look and confirm the numbers to see if
you need to upgrade or reinforce the hitch reciever. I have a range rover classic county long
wheel base I want to know if I can safely tow a airstream flying cloud. Maximum rating when
towing on the highway is lbs. Maximum off-road tow rating is lbs. I did some digging on the
Range Rover country as well. I got a few different outcomes, but looks like a good number. I
saw as high as and as low as Yours has got 25 years on it, but a lot depends on breaks,
suspension, and engine. If all these are in good shape, then you can go with the factory figures I
think. If any of them are in need of service, then it would be wise to get them fixed up. I think
you could get away with this if you are traveling with two people and tow with empty tanks
whenever possible and your breaks, suspension, and engine maintenance is up to date. Hey I
see you talk a lot about trailer weight and vehicle weight ratings but not much about max
tongue weight. Vehicle has max tow package. Tongue weight of trailer estimated at lbs. Blue ox
sway pro hitch. Tongue weight is usually a factor of suspension and frame. The upgrade on the
Youkon is mostly engine so I suppose it makes sense the tow number goes up but the tongue
weight capacity stays about the same. Thank you for educating us all about GVWR and max
tow. We need to purchase a tow vehicle as my car is a Mini! I know about the Jeep Grand
Cherokee; are there others? Hi Roxane, Thanks for the question. Unfortunately, this one is a bit
beyond my expertise at the moment. I am trying to determine if I will be able to park an
airstream serenity 27FB in my driveway. It would be towed by a ford F This one is a bit tricky to
answer. One key factor is that when a trailer bends the joint tends to push out a fair distance.
The bend sticks out a way. When you are taking a sharp turn in the trailer this also happens so
if you have a really narrow driveway lined by rocks or trees, it can make things nearly
impossible. It both gives you some peace of mind, and it can help avoid any big problems. If
you really want to plan before committing, I recommend making a scale paper model of the area
and the truck-trailer. Would this work? Thank you for your consideration. I tend to go with the
guidelines on the vehicles. You will also get more sway than you might like and may find power
underwhelming going uphill. What was the door sticker payload for your Ram? And what was
the hitch weight of the camper? Forgive me if I missed this info. But beyond calculator stuff,
how were the brakes on the ? Were you comfortable doing mountain passes with that truck? I
was not sure how that part was for you. Whether you felt the trailer was driving you down hill or
if you were comfortable. My poor ram got crushed by a drunk driver. Breaking was never a
problem provided I had the calibration on the brake controller dialed in. But I tried to get as
much out of the gearing as I could to go easy on my breaks. And we had them checked pretty
religiously. Overall, it was comfy. Hey Hitch! My wife likes the Bambi 20 FB. Your thoughts
would be greatly appreciated. Thanks again and blessings to you and yours! Hi Daniel, Thanks
for the kind words. GVWR is Gross Vehicle Weight Rating, its the total weight of car and
passengers and cargo a vehicle can handle before it gets potentially unsafe. Towing Capacity is
how large a load it can safely tow. You may want to travel with empty water tanks to be on the
safe side for weight. I generally recommend traveling with dry tanks anyway. I have a Jeep
Grand Cherokee with the 3. Do you think my Jeep will have enough to tow? Thanks in advance.
Hi Johnathan. You have to be in the 3,lb towing club to tow even the smallest Airstream safely.
At 1,lb you are looking at lightweight teardrop trailers only. I am wondering if you could help me
â€” we have a Infiniti QX80 and are looking to pull a 30ft Airstream. There would be 5 people 3
adults and 2 kids for 3 months, so we would have a significant amount of itemsâ€¦ What do you
think? Hi Erin. Thanks for the kind words, it does mean a lot! I looked at one pretty seriously
myself. The SUVs also suffer a bit in their max load rating which means when you add in a full
load of passengers the suspension and breaks are sorely tested. Great article. I have a 27 FB
Signature International. What is your current favorite towing vehicle? I loved my Ram Laramie
dearly. It worked like a dream and was super comfortable. When I was researching my first Tow
vehicle, all the American made truck brands had great reputations. They all have their fans and
all of them get high marks from professional reviewers. Any of the big truck brands Ford,
Chevy, Ram will be a safe choice. We are looking at 2 possible tow vehiclesâ€¦. What are your
thoughts? Are there potential long-term problems with towing with the Tacoma, which would

work on paper but would put us closer to the towing limit? Thank you very much! Love your
info and advice! I think at that point you would want to go with the one you like driving the best.
You may find the Ford is going to do better going up mountain passes. Thank you very much
for your input. I believe that I ,too, am a slow , and hopefully patient, driver. Any idea what
mileage one might expect with this towing combination? Again, thank you very much! Pulling a
airstream Cloud, what do I need in this truck to tow tis trailer? The high-end packages for the F
can tow any Airstream. If you go with the 3. The 2. From what I found the Toyota has a max tow
of and the airstream max weight is Should I go with a smaller trailer? Could this work? The
toyota has upgraded suspension and looking at a reese hitch. Hey Albert, Thanks for the
question. The trailer will either be a lb Flying Cloud or a lb Globetrotter. What are your thoughts
and ideas about this combination? Thank you vey much. I think that will work out really well.
The towing depends on the engine type and drive train. It can be as low as 5,lb or as high as
12,lb. HI Hitch! I talked to Lincoln and they indicated that the towing capacity according to our
VIN is lbs. Is this too close based on the weight of that trailer? I get confused with the different
weights they show and what we would need to add on that would count toward the lbs. We are a
family of 3. Hi Amy. I looked up your vehicle and everything I could find pointed at 3,ooolb
maximum towing when properly equipped also. Those are the two numbers I use for my
recommendations. GVWR is the most weight your trailer can handle including the trailer itself
and anything you put in it when traveling. Any more than that and the trailer could become
unsafe. I use that as my measure to stay safe in making recommendations. Even if the trailer
were completely empty no water, no supplies etc.. Hi Ernie. Looking into that Jeep the news is
not so good. The 4 door version of the Willy and similar Jeeps is rated for 3,lb towing. So that
would be right on the border. But, the 2 door model is only rated for 2,lb. I did some more
reading on this. The reason is that the 2 door is shorter, lighter, and has less powerful
suspension. Shorter tow vehicles are less stable than longer ones, and the suspension is
important for towing also. Airstreams are a bit on the heavy side compared to something like a
teardrop or small fiberglass trailer. I recently read this as well: When you upgrade to the 5.
Some extra torque is always nice! The tow rating takes a bunch of factors into account, engine
power is one, also suspension, body length, frame, brakes. For safety, brakes and then
suspension are the most critical. We had a Hemi engine on our Ram truck and it was great! I
have a family of 5 two adults, three small children. I think you are pushing it with a Jeep Grand
Cherokee. I have a 27FB Flying Cloud. I might drop down to an F which will tow lbs. In your
case, you are on the brink of being over weight. The real issue comes when you have to stop,
especially in a hurry. I would not trust any medium sized SUV to stop a 25 foot trailer, especially
in an emergency situation. This is just MY opinion. But I am pretty sure any Airstream service
advisor would tell you the same. Good luck. They really are the BEST. Thanks for the reply. I
was actually looking at a Dodge Durango which has a towing capacity of Thanks for the
feedback! Thanks for sharing your advice Karl. I think its wise. They might be able to get an
upgraded brake package as well. No, it is not a diesel. It is their 6 cylinder eco engine. It ran way
better than the V8 Ford F I had at one time. In fact I am debating going back to the F I now tow
my 27FB with an F turbo diesel. I think it is overkill. If you exercise caution you are probably OK,
butâ€¦ I try not to actually recommend things that are over the line. Try to be extra careful about
not overloading the Jeep or going too fast etcâ€¦. Hitch, thank you for the helpful and
informative article and website. We are a family of five and buying our first Airstream. We want
an SUV and not a truck. Thank you! And since you have a family of 5, you want to error on the
side of bigger is better. They are actually almost the same SUV, the Lincoln is the luxury model
of the two but they use the same frame and the same engines most of the time so they have a
very similar towing capacity. Stepping down to 8, and there are far more choices. That said,
from the reviews I looked over, the Expedition has a good reputation overall for being reliable,
comfortable, and powerful. Most reviews recommended the Expedition over Navigator on a
value basis. We should be able to do that pretty easily with the tanks dry. Brian if you see this
and have any experience from last year please let me know! Over flat country highways, no
problems. But try to be careful to plan routes, especially when in city limits, that avoid stop
signs on steep hills and the like. Basically, you should be fine, but just keep in mind you are
putting about the maximum safe strain on your new TV so be gentle with her and keep the
maintenance up on everything. I currently have a F Diesel that easily pulls the trailer. However,
this is a large truck to drive the other 50 weeks a year. So I want to go with a F V6 gas engine.
My question: the towing capacity of the truck is lbs and the Airstream is about loaded with
cargo, water, propane etc. I have heard different tales. Some folks tell me not to go to the F and
others tell me the F is more than fine to take over the Rocky Mountains. With a F and the 3. Or
should I do overkill and get a F diesel? Hi Jeffrey, My view is that provided you are not
over-loading your vehicle, the tow ratings and GVWR numbers are your best guide for towing

travel trailers. I think the former is somewhat reasonable though I think following the
recommended guidelines is playing it safe but the latter is nonsense. I had no problems what so
ever with towing and my tow rating was lower than yours would be. We crossed the Rocky
mountains twice. Hi Hitch. Our towing vehicle is a Audi Q7. Audi says not to use a weigh
distributing hitch. What hitch could we use? Do you recommend this TV? I did some reading on
this topic for you. The way the hitch is attached to the car means that too much downward force
can cause problems. This is why they warn against a weight distributing hitch. The problem is
this can lead to more trailer sway if the load is not even. The recommended solution is to use an
aftermarket sway bar system. Sway bars stiffen the connection with the hitch. Hey Hitch.
Currently looking at a Chevy Tahoe 4WD. The RV will have a brake controller, weight
distribution hitch and sway control installed. Trailer package to be installed on the Tahoe if
purchased. Hi Michele. Firstly, so sorry for the very late response. You should be fine. If you
have the upgraded engine on the Tahoe, its no problem. If you have the regular engine, you are
still in the safe zone, but cutting it a little closer. Just watch out how heavy you load up the
Tahoe and trailer and you should be fine. I have read that FWD would not be good for towing,
but am at a loss on which ones to look at. Hi Hitch I have just started looking at the Airstream
Bambi 19 ft. I was worried towing through some mountain passes but it was fine. Was an
awesome trip! Right now we are working on plan get new trailerâ€¦ Size wil be 30 to 35â€¦.
Around to â€¦. Just me n wife n son n one dogsâ€¦â€¦. So which ia best get truck of Chevy
Silverado or Dodge ram or ??? Ofc will have thing in truck n trailer tooâ€¦.. Also I look truck n
try undy is how i know this ia great all tow package like brake n other aldreay in truck??? Can i
look used truck like to ??? Not look brand new smileâ€¦. Hope undy n hear ya soon. If you buy
from a dealer, they should be able to tell you the towing capacity and if it has a towing package.
If you buy from a private seller, you can ask them, but they may not know those details. You will
have to look it up. Most and trucks will have a basic tow package but they might not have a
break controller. I think all the American Trucks are pretty comparable. Really, the only thing
holding us back is indecision about our existing TV. We plan to install a weight distribution
hitch, probably ProPride. So, will the serve our needs? Or do we start the hunt for a brawnier
TV? I think you are probably fine with your existing TV. The GVWR is around 7, on your trailer.
So long as you play it safe driving, I think you will be OK. If so, why does Ford list maximum
trailer weight at 9, lbs.? Thanks â€”. You have a great margin for error there and should have no
problems. That includes the weight of the truck and the downward force from anything on the
hitch and any cargo you have in the truck. Normally this is no problem, butâ€¦ if you have lots of
passengers and lots of cargo, then the tongue weight could push you over the trucks GVWR.
We live in western Oregon and to travel out of the valley we have to climb mountain passes to
the west in excess of 3, feet or to the east in excess of 6,ooo feet. Both trucks state they have
the towing capacity to pull or trailer, the Tundra has the supplemental cooling and the larger
rear end and less fuel economy and creature comforts, but will get the job done -but is it really
that much of a better towing truck than the GMC which lacks supplemental cooling and a much
smaller rear end? I am currently looking for a new truck and so far the Toyota Tundra and the
Ram are the finalist. My family really enjoy the space and confort of the Ram I was doing the
math and my family of 5 will add up to lbs now but as the kids get older it will add to probaby
LBs. Do you see any issues with the RAM? I see you used it for 3 years. Can you please tell me
more about your experienced with going downhill on the roads and uphill? With the big family,
you might want to with to be totally no-worries safe but I suspect you would do fine with the
provided its got one of the big engines. Between my wife and I, were around lb for the two of us
so that would be about equal. We had no trouble in 3 years time with the Ram It ran beautifully
and never had any troubles. We crossed a lot of mountain passes without any drama. I was a
sad fellow when it got totaled by a drunk driver. Thank you for the information Hitch and very
sorry to hear about getting totaled. It is a shame to hear drunk driving causing harm to others.
What are you driving now? Which Engine you had? So we just rent when we need a vehicle. We
toured the US for just over 3 years full time. The last year we mostly stuck around southern
California but the other two we were always on the move, usually visiting a new place each
week or every two weeks. The longest we tended to stay was for 1 month, usually in mid-winter.
The Ram had a V-6 Ecoboost Hemi engine. It always seemed to have a lot of power and the
EcoBoost saved Gas when we were not towing. We always tried to take really good care of it
and it never had trouble for the 3 years we had it. Would ideally be interested in a 25Ft, but is
that too much? Would typically carry no more than 2 persons, my dog and a few hundred
pounds of gear in the truck. Thank you in advance for your input and time! Sure Joe, happy to
help. It looks like your Nissan has a tow rating around 6, The exact amount varies a bit but that
is the ballpark for the V6 Crew. For a modern airstream after you are safe with a 23ft model
airstream or shorter. They max out right around 6,lb. They max out at around 7,lb. Or do I need

to go to a Ford Explorer? Thank you. The 19 sport has a max weight of 5,lb and the edge can
only handle about 3,lb. The Explorer can be configured up to 5,lb but you need all the towing
extras to get it there. I hope that helps. Is my Jeep able to safely pull either one? The towing
capacity for the Unlimited is 3, according to the specs I found. Hi Hitch! I am very relieved to
find your blog. After our trip the truck was hard as a daily driver so I got a Range Rover
believing it too could tow my girl. A is a class 3 enough?? B does that extra tongue weight
matter? C am I safest sucking it up and going back to a truck? I have ended up putting a good
bit of cash into the RR and would like to be able to make it work- however I have far more into
my airstream so will do the safe thing. It is not recommended. I think about all you can tow with
an Element is a small pop-up trailer or a teardrop. The gvwr on the Jeep is and the airstream is
We are just 2 adults and 1 dog and also very minimalist. Do you think this is risky. Thanks in
advance for any advise you can give us. So glad I found you! I currently have a Lexus RX I was
really hoping to keep it but of course, want to be safe. With my research so far it seems to be
right on the edge of the limits. Can I get your thoughts? The 66 Caravel is easy to tow trailer if
ever there was, so I think you are OK here. Just try not to load the Lexus with a lot of heavy
cargo at the same time you are towing the Airstream and you should be fine. Thank you so
much for your reply. We decided to trade in my car for a larger Mercedes ML to ensure there
would be no doubt about the towing weight capacity. I really appreciate your insight and
knowledge. Hoping your life is cooperating for you! Blessings, Lisa. Hello, I bought a airstream
25 foot flying cloud. I ordered a Mercedes gle 4 matic 21 inch wheels, 6 cylinder turbo. Will I be
ok Towing this airstream? The max weight on that airstream is 7,lb. I could not find a tow rating
for the GLE. The closest I could track down is the 4-matic which boasts a 7,lb towing capacity.
Since yours will have a bigger engine, and I read they amped up the suspension somewhat, it
may well exceed the 7,lb mark. So that puts you right on the borderline. I think that means you
should be fine, so long as you are cautious about just how much stuff you are hauling in the
trailer and vehicle. With SUVs you do have to be mindful of the vehicles total weight capacity as
well as its tow rating. If you pack the SUV full of people and gear, you could be putting a bit to
much strain on its breaks, transmission, and suspension. One trick you can do is try to tow with
the tanks in the Airstream as empty as you can muster. Full water tanks add a lot of weight. So I
think you will be good, and happy since both the trailer and Mercedes are pretty darn nice. But
keep an eye out on your overall weight and consider visiting a truck scale to check your weight
balance and overall load just to be sure you are not over-working your new SUV. I want to match
a GMC Canyon diesel with tow capacity of lbs. Should I buy a AS that is or less to be safe? Yes,
though you want to focus on the GVWR value which is what it weighs with a maximum load
rather than the dry weight of the trailer. So that puts you on the foot Airstreams as the max size.
Hi Hitch, I just purchased a Mercedes Metris passenger van. Is this possible? Thank you!!! But,
looking at the model, it has a towing capacity of 5,lb standard. So you should be good there.
You need to have a good hitch receiver the pictures make it look as if it does not have one and
you need a brake controller which I could confirm is not installed on the Metris by default. So it
should make a good tow vehicle for that Airstream, but you may need to get it outfitted for
towing first. Thank you Hitch! Had a full hitch package set up today. Just on the fence. Thank
you for your input. For most people, the limiting factor is payload, not towing capacity. You do
your readers a disservice by not discussing payload and tongue weight in detail. Sure, a ram
can pull a good amount of weight, but the payload can be as little as lbs in a mega cab
configuration. The bigger the cab and the higher the trim level, the lower the payload. You MUST
look up the numbers for your exact vehicle cab and trim level. The trailer tongue weight, items
in the truck bed, weight of after market tool boxes, and weight of the passengers all must be
less than your trucks payload capacity. And vehicles rated for towing are typically rated such
that they can handle a tongue weight commensurate with the weight rating of the trailer. It is
absolutely the case that you can be rated to tow a trailer, and you can then overburden the
vehicle by loading it up with too much stuff exceeding its carrying capacity. Respectfully, I
stand behind my advice. If you can find a specific fault, let me know. I am not infallible of
course, but I do extensive research and draw on my own experience. But for folks who are
going camping, towing a travel trailer, and using an appropriate weight balancing hitch the tow
rating vs trailer GVWR is a very reliable measure. Hello Hitch, I hope your doing well. Is there
information I should know regarding hitch requirements assuming the weight capacity of the
vehicle is not an issue?? Thanks in advance for your advise. For the hitch, you want to make
sure it is rated up to 5K and that it is a weight distributing hitch. Something along the lines of
this hitch. This means the maximum weight your SUV can carry not tow is lbs. That leaves you
barely over lbs of weight your vehicle can handle. If the weight of all passengers and cargo in
the vehicle is less than lbs, you are good to go. Yes, the trailer is technically within the towing
capacity limits, but depending on what you carry IN your vehicle, you might be over your

payload limit. Base weight , max. We would much prefer to tow with an SUV. Hitch rating is lb. I
tend to be pretty confident in the numbers they give as they like to err on the side of caution
when it comes to tow ratings. Other than that my vehicle maintenance schedule is pretty
standard on my diesel truck. Hi Todd, glad you found the article compelling in some fashion.
This is because the parts you need to replace cost more, much like the engine itself does. And
yes, you need to do the DEF fluid thing. The difference is not large, but it is a difference and I
wanted to be honest about that. I changed the language slightly to be more clear on that point. I
have a Jeep Grand Cherokee Limited V6 and was looking into getting a airstream base camp.
You should be just fine. Dear Hitch, Love your blog! I wanted you opinion if the truck we have
chosen will be adequate for our recently bought 27 FB Eddy Bauer Airstream. Eddy bauer Unit
base weight is and Gross vehicle weight is Do you think the Ford xlt will be fine for pulling the
Eddy Bauer? Thanks very much for your thoughts! Thanks for the kind words Jen. The rear
hatch is so cool. The tongue weight comes into play more with the hitch that you buy to connect
the two. You want to make sure its rated for at least lb. The hitch receiver on the truck will
handle that without any issues. Hello Hitch I towed a flying cloud 20ft for 3 years with Touareg
diesel â€¦ easy townâ€¦. I have a Equilizer distribution hitch I like it â€¦â€¦â€¦. I have to say, that
is a pretty great tow vehicle. Really powerful for its size and lots of great features. I tend to trust
the tow ratings. So my advice would be to go ahead and tow with it, just make sure you keep the
engine in good condition, especially if you plan to hit up some mountain passes. I think it
should handle the job fine, but it will run a little hot and heavy doing so. Make sure coolant and
oil are in good shape before you go up into the mountains. Hi, I am in the early stages of
researching a tow vehicle for a 25 ft. One of the big factors I have found, all things being equal,
is the rear axle gear ratio ultimately determines the rated towing capacity for a given truck. I
have been surprised at how much of a difference this element of the drivetrain affects the rated
towing capacity. I have been looking for a late model used truck and have found a Ram
CrewCab 5. The seller is claiming this truck has a tow rating of 10, lbs. What is your advice on
this setup? I get most of my info by doing google searches and trying to filter out the good from
bad info. Whenever possible I try to use information from the manufacturer. Ram has a pretty
nice site for their current year models. That tow rating might be a little high. The 5. Ours had the
higher gear ratio and was rated at 10K. I suspect even at the lower ratio, that truck should be
able to tow the 25ft Airstream without a problem. It claims a lb max tow weight and recommends
tongue weight to be near the Maximum of lbs. My expectation would be that you can tow them
both safely. The 22 will likely put a bit more work on your suspension so you will feel a slightly
rougher ride on uneven terrain as a result. I think the engine is powerful enough not to make a
big difference between the trailers in terms of towing performance. The bigger trailer will always
be a little less stable due to way trailer sway works. It should be safe either way, but you will feel
more sway under the same conditions with a larger trailer. I am a newbie and looking for some
help. I also have a WDH with a separate manual sway control arm. On our first longish trip I was
experiencing a significant amount of sway and just felt like we were being pushed around by the
wind on the highway. A couple of times it was quite worriesome. Is the Jeep undersized for this
trailer? If I get something different is a Tahoe with the tow package sufficient or should I just get
a crew cab truck? The Jeep has a towing capacity of 6, to 7, depending on the engine you have
in there. The Trailer has a maximum weight of 7, Its dry weight is 4, So, if you have your trailer
really loaded up, then the Jeep is a bit underrated for the trailer. The Tahoe can go up to 8, if
you max it out for towing aka the biggest engine and the best suspension package. But the base
Tahoe is lower than the average Jeep GC. As to sway, I think you should take a look at the hitch
you are using as that impacts sway more than towing capacity generally would. The goal should
be to have the trailer and the tow vehicle both sitting nice and flat when hooked up. If you have
a bend towards the hitch or away from it, then that will make the whole rig sway a lot more. You
want the weight evenly distributed on both the vehicle tires and the trailer tires. A good weight
distribution hitch is designed to accomplish this. Many of them also come with anti-sway bars
that stiffen the connection between the tow vehicle and the trailer. I think there are a number of
good brands out there though. My hitch article is focused on airstreams but most of the
information is general to all trailers. Hi Hitch, Looking to purchase a 27ft airstream globetrotter.
Currently own a Jeep Grand Cherokee Overland and pretty sure this is not sufficient to tow.
Would really like to stay with an SUV. A Nissan Armada has been recommended. Do you have
any thoughts on this vehicle or could recommend another SUV that would be safe to utilize? I
dont really want to be in a huge vehicle but understand that it may be necessary. Any
information would be appreciated and we are just starting our search. I think you need to look
for at least 8,lb towing capacity and the more you can get the better. We have a Land Cruiser.
Want to tow a 23 ft Flying Cloud. Concerned with weight factors. Hard to pin down. Are we safe?
That should work out fine. You can safely carry about lb of water and personal items in there

and stay under the limit. For safety, the most important thing you could do for assurance is to
make sure your breaks, engine, tires, and suspension are in good shape on the Land Cruiser.
Those are the key systems that ensure safe towing. I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee. Tow rating is
lbs. GVWR lbs. This should still be good with my WD system intact? I think the Grand Cherokee
should be up to the task without any trouble. They tend to have a pretty big range on them, but
there is a slim chance the larger trailer is heavier than it was made for. That would lead it to not
fully distributing the weight like it should. Hi Ben- I have a Pathfinder- plain package but has tow
hitch. Manual say it till tow I believe 6, Want a smaller trailer less than 20ft yo fill comfortable for
towing. Also budget. Any smaller ones you can recommend to feel comfortable to have as full
time home and create space within as Artist studio. Want to ge out in nature. Yet close to a city
due to heart condition. Do not have a big budget- a small one! Citizen Roman and single.
Airstreams are the only trailers I have first-hand experience with, and they are not cheap to
come by. You definitely want to look for a used trailer if you want to save money. So really, the
best thing to do is to look at trailer classifieds in your area, set a budget, and keep an eye out
for one that looks like the right size, weight, and features. Still, where there is a will, there s a
way. But to get all you want you will likely need some patience and persistence in looking for
the right trailer in your area. While you can get good deals on Craigslist, there are too many
scammers and spammers there for my taste and it is harder to search the adds. Hi there, We are
buying an Airstream Serenity 30 ft. My family of 4 plus big dog has the typical amount of family
stuff. We need a tow vehicle and my hubbie is convinced we need a crew cab like Ford the best
for visibility. Are we being too cautious about a v ? Also, what van would you recommend for
towing this trailer? That could be a real fix this decision! Thx, Meri. The differences between a
and are mostly the weight of the frame, the suspension system, and sometimes the breaks.
Those let them carry larger loads. So size wise, they are both big-trucks. We spent two years
solid on the road with a Ram which is pretty much the same as a spec wise. Ours was a high
end in terms of engine and suspension. We had no problems what so ever and the truck was
not especially stressed, even over many mountain passes. So, it can definitely do the job. We
do try to keep ours lightly loaded, and there are only two of us and two small cats. So we
probably have less gear and somewhat less passenger weight. As to vans, the two heavy-duty
van models these days are the Nissan NV see another reply here about that one and the GMC
Savanah The Savanah is about equivalent to a high-end F so it can easily tow a big Airstream,
the Nissan is right on the borderline. If you fully load the Airstream and fully load the Van, you
may find it struggles a bit. We have the v8 gas engine in our Just curious are you using Blue Ox
for load bars? I did indeed use a Blue Ox hitch with spring bars big heavy steel ones. They work
nicely and give a nice smooth ride and good leveling between Tow vehicle and trailer. I am
planning to tow my new airstream 19 flying cloud with my jeep grandcherokee i would like your
opinion if you think this is a good fit? I tried to run down the numbers on this. The answer is
that it could work, but it depends on the model of Jeep Grandcherokee you get. The Lorado
model can handle it pretty easily with a towing capacity of 6,lb. The bare-bones models have
only half that at around 3,lb. They have a long history of being used as tow vehicles for lighter
trailers so I think they are a good pick, you just have to make sure you check out the tow rating
on the specific configuration you are looking at. The Engine and Suspension are the two factors
that will determine the towing capacity. Good evening Hitch, I used your response regarding
using my landcruiser to pull a 25 rbt airstream. I pulls like a dream. I have the reece hitch
system and it easily levels landcruiser and trailer. My question tonight may be over the top.
Could the same towing system be used to move up to an airstream 28 foot trailer? We really
dont add much weight, except for small dog, minimal food stock, water etc. Your thoughts, or if
I go that direction , will I have to go to larger towvehicle such as pickup? Really love setup, but
extra room in rv would be nice. The landcruiser has a towing capacity of Thanks, Ben. Hi Ben,
Sory for not getting a reply to you sooner. I typically try to get back to folks much faster. I went
and looked up the maximum running weights of 25foot models vs foot models and the
differences were small, about lb on average. That is not going to be a difference you will notice
much if you are already towing nice and smooth. The heaviest Airstream I could find at feet was
7,lb max weight. It is possible to overload the trailer but then if you did that, then all bets are off
safety wise. Truck scales are the easiest way to weigh your rig and will also tell you how your
weight distribution is doing. All that wood, plumbing and such gets heavy. The classic has a
max capacity of 10K. Thanks so much Hitch. You are a great asset for us newbies, or is retirnnto
rvers like myself. Like everything else, weights, distribution management, towing vehicles and
trailors are all designed for saftey and safe towing concerns. As an engineer , we just design the
roads, but the concerns of marrying the rv and tow vehicle ,at least for me, are better left in the
hands of people and experts like yourself. Sometimes ,we are given a short answer to close a
sell, but that may not be the correct solution, and we pay later buy trading up or down on the rv

or towing vehicle. I really apprecite your insite. I may discuss the moving up to the 28, with the
undestanding they allow me a trial tow? Finally I got it, your Larimie was corrupted by a spell
checker. Fantastic website! We anchored to the daily routine love to live vicariously through the
adventures of others. Happy trails. Thanks, Mike! That typo has been hanging about for a good
long time! And thanks for the kind words as well. They are always encouraging! We are looking
at a 25 ft. Live in Texas and will most likely do most of our travels in spring and fall. That was a
very unusual situation. Big vans tow very well, get no worse fuel mileage than anything else
towing and generally cost less than the equivalent truck. Our Ford E with the V10 will tow and
stop 10, pounds. I believe big vans are a healthy alternative to pickups and cannot be dismissed
so easily. Thanks Tom. I appreciate the account of your first-hand experience. Hitch, I agree, the
options are all out there. One last thing compared to many SUVs is that the Van will have a flat
floor with no foot wells or transmission hump to move around in or over. Thanks for that
comment when I do decide to purchase a trailer I want to tow with a van for all yhe reasons you
listed. My desire is to build it so that it can tow a mid size or smaller Airstream. I am tryingt o
figure out how to determine a good engine size. Is a standard short block V8 acceptable or is
that likely going to be too small? Also are there other considerations I should be looking at?
Disk break conversions over the stock drum, etc. Any thoughts you have would be appreciated.
I know folks swear by the EcoBoost v6 deisel. We have a gas EcoBoost v8 in our Ram and it
really does deliver a great mix of gas mileage and power. Torque is going to be your main
concern in an engine, rather than horsepower. More torque is better for towing, and the lower
RPMs that the engine hits peak torque at, the better. Generally, engines with long pistons shafts
have more torque this is one reason diesel engines have more, they have longer cylinders due
to their ignition method. You can also get some extra torque from gearing ratios, tire size and
the like. Torque will give you better acceleration and hill climbing when towing and help the
engine have an easier time of it so less wear and tear. I could not find hard numbers on torque
and horsepower values with respect to towing. There are lots of other considerations for
towing. Most Airstreams have their own breaks, and you use a brake controller to activate them.
That takes some of the pressure off the vehicle breaks, but more breaking power is safer I
presume. You need to make sure your hitch receiver is rated for the tongue weight of the trailer.
A lot depends on how bit a rig you want to tow. Finding out what axels you have and what they
can support is a good step to seeing what you have to work with. The prognosis is that it is
possible, but only just so, and you have to be particular about the Jeep. A 95 Jeep Cherokee
has a max towing weight of 5K, and that is if you have the 4. It is as low as 1, for the 2. The s
models were lighter, however. My car is in excellent condition for its age and I was told at the
RV dealership that I could tow 5K with it. I feel that it is putting stress on my car and I feel ever
bum when driving. How well will an AS 25 tow with a Toyota Landcruiser? The towing capacity
for the Landcruiser is lbs. I have the Landcruiser and love it. Happens to be my 3rd one, but
have never towed a travel trailer, let alone an airstream. The consideration is the 23 fb AS, vs
the 25 due to room.? The short answer is, yes it should work fine. So the Landcruiser meets the
towing capacity and can handle the tongue weight with a proper hitch. And you should have
some room to spare towing wise. The Toyota has eight speeds which is good and good torque
so it should tow quite well. You would have to be hauling some heavy stuff or a big crew of
folks to manage that. Tow rating for the Expedition is 9,,-9, Depending on extend or not. Dose
anyone have a similar set up? If so what can anyone suggest. I think that should work out.
Obviously, you are right on the edge there in terms of towing to weight, especially with the
vehicle itself loaded up with your crew. Airstreams are easier to tow than just about any other
trailer so you have that going for you. My experience says this should work out. You may need
to take it slow and steady on steep grades. That tends to be where towing power is put to the
test in terms of weight and engine power. Most SUVs are essentially trucks with a different body
on them. The Expedition is based on the F in terms of its frame and major structural
components. Thus the large SUVS are often just as tow worthy as the smaller trucks. The only
specific advice I have is to look for the most powerful motor you can get on that vehicle. While
you are on the road, I suggest being extra conscientious about maintaining the engine with
regular oil changes and recommended maintenance from an authorized service center. Also,
make sure to use the recommended fuel grade. They test them to the max on the Ike Gauntlet.
From Denver to the Eisenhower tunnel a steep grade at elevation. No better real world towing
test. The TV is a F 3. Still a little confused on all the numbers. What are your thoughts on all the
above. Did we get the right TV? Hi Jill, and congratulations on the new Airstream! I did some
digging on the Truck and Airstream. The Airstream weighs 5,lb empty, and the max weight you
should ever load it up to is 7,lb total aka lb of stuff you can put in it. I use that max weight as my
benchmark to be on the safe side. According to the spec sheet on the Truck, it can tow up to
8,lb. So you have about one ton to spare on the towing, which means you should be good. Just

be careful of putting any really heavy loads in the truck or trailer. At some point, you might want
to hit up a truck scale when you have everything loaded. The weight on the truck itself while
hitched should be under the GVWR number Hitch, very useful article. What gas mileage do you
get towing your Airstream with the Dodge ? It has an Ecoboost engine which uses fewer
cylinders when you are just cruising along and thus saves gas. Lots of elevation changes tends
to put it around 10 while long flat country roads can get as high as 13 as a trip average. Thanks
for the timely info brother! My wife and I are just doing our shopping for a full-time
airstream-towing rig and airstream for that matter. Safe travels! One thing that should be
mentioned in your article is payload. This is the amount your vehicle can carry. This means the
amount in the vehicle that includes passengers, fuel, any luggage or add ons including a hitch.
Also the distance the hitch point is away from the rear axle also means the leverage of the
trailer adds more weight than what the actual tongue weight of the trailer is. Call this the fine
print of trailer hauling! The main reason for this is all Airstream Trailers except perhaps the new
lightweight one require a weight distribution hitch for safe towing. Same goes for most heavier
trailers. The only way to know for certain is to hit up a truck scale and measure the weight on all
your axles. Towing a trailer is different that towing other loads like boats or cargo because the
weight distribution on the trailer tends to be pretty uniform and you tend not to be hauling any
kind of heavy loads like you might if you were driving a working truck which could have
concrete or gravel. My research showed that if you can hit the towing capacity needed for a
trailer, and you are using a proper hitch, all the other weight factors tend to work out. Its max
gross weight is lb with a lb tongue weight. Our Ram Loraine can tow lb and has a maximum load
of lb. It has an extra large 32 gal tank which full is about lb, our hitch is 60lb, we have about lb of
stuff in the back, Trail and Hitch weigh in around lb together, and the lb from the tongue weight
comes to , a good lb under the capacity. The truck industry hardly uses them anymore and their
original meaning carrying capacity has long since become meaningless. A Ram often called 1
ton can carry 2. Very confused on TV. We have looked at a few trucks â€” a F XLT 2. What are
your thoughts. Willing to give your more information if needed. A ford F XLT 2. Not sure what
the AS 22FB is. That means the ford has triple the Tongue weight required and just short of
double the Towing Capacity needed. You are very welcome Colleen. Thank you so much for the
info! We are just beginning our research on life on the road and what it all takes. You are very
welcome Amy. We are so glad you found our article useful. Best wishes on your coming
adventures! Thanks Hitchâ€¦This is exactly what I was looking for since my husband and I are
now shopping for an airstream and vehicle to tow it with. We had been looking at the 25 foot or
27 foot airstreamâ€¦maybe a used oneâ€¦maybe new. We had also decided that a truck would be
better. I am in the market for a new car and had hoped the Audi Q7 would be both a great luxury
car for these long travels and an adequate towing vehicle 7, pounds of towing â€¦but my
husband â€” who will do most of the driving â€” was concerned about the handling with the
shorter wheel base. Again, thanks! I looked up the 25 and foot airstreams and the gross weights
are and respectively so the Q7 should be up to the task. I watched a couple of videos of people
with similar SUVs towing big airstreams and testifying that they loved it and had no problems. I
can say with the truck it is mostly fine. I find the hardest moments are at high speed on the
highway with a cross wind. I imagine in an SUV it would be more pronounced, but probably not
more dangerous. I think if I had children, I may have been more sure on trying to go with an SUV
as they are safer in an accident, especially when it comes to the rear seats, also more
comfortable. For one driver and passenger, our Larrain Ram is actually very luxurious and
comfortable since it has so much room in the cab and has luxury seats and climate control. I
really do appreciate those luxury features on long trips, well worth the extra money I think. Last
tip, make sure you have a backup camera. Incredibly helpful when hitching the vehicle to the
trailer. Your email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn
how your comment data is processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Overview You have two key considerations: safety, and
features. Safety Your goal is to match the abilities of a tow vehicle with the demands of your
trailer. This towing configuration is not recommended by Trail and Hitch. This is our own Tow
vehicle and Trailer, it worked like a charm for us. Chevy Cargo vans like this Express can tow
very large Airstreams. We looked hard at this Infinity SUV when picking a tow vehicle. Hitch and
his beloved Ram Why Are Airstreams So Expensive? June 14, One year of living in an Airstream
October 19, Ideal Garcia February 14, at am Hi Hitch. Appreciative of your time, IMG Reply. Rich

Rudolph January 16, at pm Typo â€” foom Reply. Hitch Sig January 17, at am Thanks kindly
Rich! Cheers, Dan Reply. Safe and Joyful travels, Hitch Reply. Thanks, Robb Reply. Hitch Reply.
Rick Burke November 8, at am Thank you Hitch for your great article. I hope that helps, Hitch
Reply. Kenny October 30, at am Thank you for a great article. Hitch Sig November 5, at pm Your
welcome Kenny, thanks for the kind words and the question. I hope all that helps, Hitch Reply.
William Crutcher October 27, at pm Hi Hitch! Great site! Hitch Sig November 5, at pm Hi Will,
thanks for the questions. Safe travels to the whole crew! We are very grateful. But we have a
questionâ€¦ We are looking to purchase a Chevy Express to tow an airstream with a weight
distribution system. The Chevy has the following tow specs: TWR of lbs without tow weight
distribution TWR of lbs with tow weight distribution The hitch that is currently installed on the
Chevy has weight rating of lbs. Hitch Sig October 20, at pm Happy to help! Best wishes and safe
travels! Best wishes, Hitch Reply. Tom September 28, at pm Hey I see you talk a lot about trailer
weight and vehicle weight ratings but not much about max tongue weight. Blue ox sway pro
hitch What can be done about the vehicle tongue weight at lbs A new hitch receiver?? Hitch Sig
October 3, at am Hi Tom, thanks for the question! Safe travels, Hitch Reply. Peter Tulchin
August 30, at pm I am trying to determine if I will be able to park an airstream serenity 27FB in
my driveway. Do you think it could be done? Hitch Sig August 31, at am Hi Peter, thanks for the
question. Safe and happy travels, Hitch Reply. Hitch Sig August 16, at am Hi Edward. Thanks for
the kind words, happy to help folks. Daniel Hilts August 7, at pm Hey Hitch! Best Wishes, Hitch
Reply. Jonathan July 28, at am Hello! Jonathan July 28, at am In addition, it has 4WD. Hitch Sig
August 9, at am Hi Johnathan. Manual says lbs max. Hitch Sig July 26, at pm Hi Erin. Erin July
28, at am Many thanks! Deanna Koebernick July 21, at pm Hi. Hitch Sig July 22, at am Hi
Deanna. Thanks for the kind words. Safe Travels, Hitch Reply. Mike Herod June 20, at am Hello!
Hitch Sig June 21, at am Hello Mike, thanks for the question. Best wishes on your future
adventures! Trail Reply. Mike Herod June 21, at am Thank you very much for your input. I hope
that helps with the decision. Best wishes, Trail Reply. Mike Herod June 24, at am Hitchâ€¦.
Thank you vey much Reply. Hitch Sig June 26, at am I think that will work out really well. I hope
that helps, Hitch. Amy June 10, at pm HI Hitch! Hitch Sig June 16, at am Hi Amy. Safe travels.
Thanks Reply. Hitch Sig June 16, at am Hi Ernie. Safe Travels! Jeffrey Hirsch June 4, at am I
recently read this as well: When you upgrade to the 5. Hitch Sig June 7, at am Some extra
torque is always nice! Jeffrey Hirsch June 4, at pm Thanks for the reply. Hitch Sig June 7, at am
Thanks for sharing your advice Karl. Brian June 14, at pm Karl, Which F can tow lbs? Is it a
diesel? Karl Gabbard June 27, at pm No, it is not a diesel. I Reply. Hitch Sig June 7, at am If you
exercise caution you are probably OK, butâ€¦ I try not to actually recommend things that are
over the line. Try to be extra careful about not overloading the Jeep or going too fast etcâ€¦
Reply. Brian H April 24, at am Hitch, thank you for the helpful and informative article and
website. Happy trails! Hitch Sig January 17, at am Hi Tim, piggybackers welcome. Safe travels
and grand adventures for your whole crew! What do you think? Will the F get the job done
without a white knuckle driving experience. Thank you!! Hitch Sig January 2, at am Hi Jeffrey,
My view is that provided you are not over-loading your vehicle, the tow ratings and GVWR
numbers are your best guide for towing travel trailers. Happy new year, Hitch Reply. Keri Holder
November 5, at pm Hi Hitch. Hitch Sig November 7, at am I did some reading on this topic for
you. Michele Anthony November 7, at am Hey Hitch. Hitch Sig January 1, at pm Hi Michele.
Kristy Noesges October 7, at pm Hey Hitch! Just me n wife n son n one dogsâ€¦â€¦ So which ia
best get truck of Chevy Silverado or Dodge ram or ??? Hope undy n hear ya soon Reply. Hitch
Sig September 8, at am Hi Nestor, thanks for the question. Thanks â€” Reply. Hitch Sig July 19,
at am Hi Christian, With the big family, you might want to with to be totally no-worries safe but I
suspect you would do fine with the provided its got one of the big engines. Cristian Diaz July
23, at am Thank you for the information Hitch and very sorry to hear about getting totaled. Hitch
Sig July 6, at pm Sure Joe, happy to help. Thank you Reply. Hitch Sig July 6, at am Hi Pamela,
The 19 sport has a max weight of 5,lb and the edge can only handle about 3,lb. Hitch Sig July 3,
at pm The towing capacity for the Unlimited is 3, according to the specs I found. Rebecca April
27, at pm Hi Hitch! So much thanks!!! Rebecca Reply. Hitch Sig June 4, at am It is not
recommended. Lisa Reply. Hitch Sig January 31, at am Hi Lisa, sorry for the slow reply. Life has
not been cooperative in the last couple of weeks. Blessings, Lisa Reply. James Shamone
January 1, at pm Hello, I bought a airstream 25 foot flying cloud. Hitch Sig January 3, at am The
max weight on that airstream is 7,lb. Hitch Sig November 7, at am Yes, though you want to focus
on the GVWR value which is what it weighs with a maximum load rather than the dry weight of
the trailer. Mike December 14, at am You need bigger vehicleâ€¦. Julie October 18, at pm Thank
you Hitch! Julie Reply. Heather Milford October 2, at pm For most people, the limiting factor is
payload, not towing capacity. Hitch Sig August 13, at pm Doing well Cary, hope this reply finds
you well. Thanks, Craig Reply. Hitch Sig July 28, at pm Hi Todd, glad you found the article

compelling in some fashion. Hitch Sig July 28, at pm You should be just fine. Jen Reply. Hitch
Sig July 18, at am Thanks for the kind words Jen. Have fun out there! I hope that is helpful, and
have fun out there! Steve Lee May 26, at am Hi, I am in the early stages of researching a tow
vehicle for a 25 ft. Hitch Sig May 26, at pm I get most of my info by doing google searches and
trying to filter out the good from bad info. Hitch Sig May 20, at pm My expectation would be that
you can tow them both safely. Mark April 18, at pm Hi. Hitch Sig April 22, at pm The Jeep has a
towing capacity of 6, to 7, depending on the engine you have in there. Teri February 16, at pm Hi
Hitch, Looking to purchase a 27ft airstream globetrotter. Hope that helps, safe travels! Hitch Sig
April 9, at am I think the Grand Cherokee should be up to the task without any trouble. Thx, Meri
Reply. Hitch Sig March 17, at pm Hello Meri, The differences between a and are mostly the
weight of the frame, the suspension system, and sometimes the breaks. I hope that all helps,
Sig Hitch Reply. Hitch Sig October 18, at pm Yep. Hitch Sig August 22, at am Hi Rod, thanks for
the question. Ben Quinn September 8, at pm Good evening Hitch, I used your response
regarding using my landcruiser to pull a 25 rbt airstream. Thanks, Ben Reply. Ben Quinn
September 9, at pm Just a follow. Guess I left out some info? Thanks Hitch, Ben Reply. Ben
Quinn September 16, at pm Thanks so much Hitch. Thanks, hope you keep up this site. I highly
tecommend it. Happy travels, Ben Quinn Reply. Hitch Sig September 17, at pm You do me much
honor, Ben. Hitch Sig August 31, at pm Thanks, Mike! Hitch Sig July 11, at am Thanks Tom. I
think all three options are good, but for different reasons. Tom Boles July 21, at am Hitch, I
agree, the options are all out there. Jacob Smith October 3, at am Thanks for that comment
when I do decide to purchase a trailer I want to tow with a van for all yhe reasons you listed.
Hitch Sig June 15, at pm The prognosis is that it is possible, but only just so, and you have to
be particular about the Jeep. Hitch Sig May 8, at am The short answer is, yes it should work fine.
Thanks dan Reply. Hitch Sig March 23, at am I think that should work out. Thanks for sharing
the tip! Thanks again! Jill Reply. Hitch Sig October 17, at pm Any time! Bottom line, I think you
made a good choice and it should work out fine. Will September 17, at pm Hitch, very useful
article. Very glad you found it useful. Steve October 8, at pm Thanks for the timely info brother!
Wade September 5, at am One thing that should be mentioned in your article is payload. The
bottom line is it will get the job done and then some! Colleen August 22, at pm Thank you so
much for a very informative website!!!! Hitch Sig August 22, at pm You are very welcome
Colleen. Amy Hastanan July 21, at pm Thank you so much for the info! Hitch Sig July 24, at pm
You are very welcome Amy.
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Hitch Sig June 24, at am So happy we could help. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email
address will not be published. Previous Post. Next Post. Connect with Trail. Connect with Hitch.
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